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Hello 6th Graders and Families!

We miss you and wish we were in our classrooms with you right now! Attached is the 6th-grade
packet for the 4th quarter. This is a modified curriculum and will be graded on a pass/fail basis. You
will need to complete the packet to the best of your ability to pass for the quarter. You will only need
to complete the work for the classes you’re enrolled in during the FOURTH QUARTER. Below is a
recommended daily schedule. Your teachers will be available online to help you during this
scheduled time. Teachers will be sending out invitations that include links to join them on an online
platform. Students can join as a video chat or they can call in as well.

6th Grade Daily Schedule:
Social Studies or Science 9:00 - 10:00

Math 10:00 - 11:00
Lunch - 11:00 - 12:00

ELA- 12:00- 1:00
Related Arts - 1:00 - 2:00

Please remember that during this time we are here to help in any way. Do not hesitate to reach out to
the teachers with questions or concerns. Teachers will be checking their voicemail on a daily basis.
This is uncharted territory, but we will do our best to help in any way. You can expect homeroom
teachers to continue to contact you on a weekly basis. This is also a great opportunity to ask
questions.

Mrs. Thompson - mp n havward.k12j.j 715-638-9427
Mrs. Wellauer - weauerhaywardi12.wi.us 715-638-9426
Mr. Carlson- 715-638-9471
Mr. Nechuta mn cjiiiayward.k1 2.wi.us 715-638-9416
Mr. Bergschnieder- rgschniederhaywird.k12.wi.us 715-558-7272
Mrs. McKay

- mjmckay@hayward .kl 2.wiu 715-638-9422
Mrs. Kirley - Iy ii.k12.w.u 715-638-9423
Mrs. Sobus (Mrs. H) hsobus@hayward.k12.wi.us 715-462-9026

We hope that everyone is doing well and staying healthy.

Sincerely,

Sixth Grade Teachers





6th Grade Math 4th Quarter

The 6th grade has three different math teachers and all three teachers were at a different spot in the
curriculum when we left school in March. Due to this, some of the work for Week 1 may have already
been completed by the student. We are not expecting students to do the same assignment twice. If
the work has not been turned in already you can either copy the answers over into the new packet or
hold on to the original sheet and turn that in instead of the one included in the packet.

Students are welcome to work ahead, but we strongly recommend they do not fall behind. If you do
you may begin to feel overwhelmed.

An abridged hard copy of notes for all of the lessons are included in this math packet.

Week I

• Required work
o Unit 7 Lesson 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 Homework side only
o Week 1 story problems - please show work
o Week 1 review sheet - these are problems from previous units. Please use your notes

to help you.
Week 2

• Required work
o Lesson 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 Homework side only
o Week 2 story problems - please show work
o Week 2 review sheet - these are problems from previous units. Please use your notes

to help you.
Week 3

• Required work
o Unit Unit 8 Lesson 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 Homework side only
o Week 3 story problems - please show work
o Week 3 review sheet - these are problems from previous units. Please use your notes

to help you.
Week 4

• Required work
o Unit 8 Lesson 8, 9, and 10 Homework side only
o Week 4 story problems - please show work
o Week 4 review sheet - these are problems from previous units. Please use your notes

to help you.
Week 5

• Required work
o Unit 9 Lessons 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 Homework side only
o Week 5 story problems - please show work
o Week 5 review sheet - these are problems from previous units. Please use your notes

to help you.



Last week of school:

• Please use this time to complete any required work that you still need to finish. Your teacher

will continue to meet online with you to offer any support needed.

• All work should be returned to school in the manner communicated by the administration.

Online Resources

• Mrs. McKay’s instructional videos for most of the lessons in Unit 7 and 8 will be posted in the

students’ Google Classroom or shared with them via Google Drive

• httpj//wwwkha nacadercigJ

Enrichment (optional)

• Each teacher will add enrichment activities to their Google Classroom throughout the

remainder of the school year.
o Projects
o Games
o Webs ites

• Freckle.com

s Prodigy

• Math playground

• XTRA math
• PBS kids

• Cool math games

• Funbrain.com

• Mathgames.com

• Math-play.com

• Gregtangmath.com

We encourage all students to email or meet your math teacher online between 10 and 11 am

whenever problems arise or simply to check-in. If you do not have access to email or the internet

please call the number listed by your teacher’s name and leave a message. He/she will return your

call as soon as possible and help you in any way they can. If students want to send work to their

teachers for feedback, they are welcome to do that at any time via email. Work is graded on a

pass/fail basis. Students should be able to show they have proficient knowledge of the concepts

presented.
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7.1
Comparing Ratios

Ratio: A comparison of two quantities. There are 3 ways to write ratios- a to b a:b a/b (fraction)

Equivalent ratios: Ratios that have the same value.
2to4=5tolO 3:7=15:35 %=12115

Proportion: 2 ratios that are set equal to each other.

Let’s look at two different green paint colors. Both are made from mixing blue and yellow
paint.

Green A is made from a blue to yellow ratio of 2 to 7.
Green B is made from a blue to yellow ratio of 3 to 5.

I would like to know which color is more blue.
If I want to compare the blue, I should make the yellow in each paint the same.

A B
Blue Yellow Blue : Yellow
, ç2:7-s41x5

/0: 35

We can see that when the yellow parts are the same (35), Green A ends up with 10 blue
parts and Green B ends up with 21 blue parts. Therefore, Green B is more blue.
Which paint is more Yellow? (Now we have to set the Blue equal)

A B
Blue : Yellow Blue : Yellow

When the blue parts are the same (6), Green A ends up with — yellow parts and Green B
ends up with — yellow parts. Therefore, Green — is more yellow.
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7.2 Unit Rates

Unit Rate- A ratio that tells the amount of the first attribute (part of a ratio) for 1 unit of the
second attribute. You can use a unit rate to describe any ratio. Unit rates are very helpful in
comparing ratios.

Sue and Ben both make a drink made from both cherry and orange juice.
Sue’s recipe has 5 cups of cherry juice and 4 cups of orange juice.
Ben’s recipe has 6 cups of cherry juice and 5 cups of orange juice.

Cherry Orange

.4ç5 4•_%_

-c-
.‘. ( L Find the amount of orange juice in each drink for 1 cup of cherry juice.
I

For Sue- to convert a 5 into a 1, divide it by
5. Divide 4(cherry) by 5 as

well.

____________________________________

Orange Cherry

__‘4

Orange Cherry

-___5

We want to compare the amount of cherry juice in each drink for 1 cup of orange juice.
In order to do this, each orange amount needs to be converted to 1. In order to keep ratios
equivalent, the cherry amounts need to be divided by the same amount as the orange. Use a
Cherry:Orange ratio.

For Sue- to convert a 4 into a 1, divide it by
4. Divide 5 (cherry) by 4 as well.

Sue’s Recipe

For Ben- 5 (orange)needs to be converted to
1 (divide by 5). Do the same to 6 (cherry).

Ben’s Recipe

Sue’s Recipe

For Ben- 6 (orange)needs to be converted to
1 (divide by 6). Do the same to 5 (cherry).

Ben’s Recipe

Pedro uses a ratio of
- Pedro uses

7 quarts of blue paint to 4 quarts of white paint, a 7 to 4 ratio.

_____

quarts of blue paint for every (1) quart of white paint.



7.2 Unit Rates

- The unitratefortheratioof7:4is

____

Pedro uses

_____

quart of white paint for every (1) quart of blue paint.
12. Gen, Claire, and Joey all use the unit rate strategy to

solve this problem. But they record their thinking in
different ways. Discuss how their methods are alike
and how they are different.

John can plant 7 tomato vines in the time it takes
Joanna to plant 4 tomato vines. At that rate, when
Joanna has planted 11 tomato vines, how many has
John planted?

a. Gen: I use a ratio table, b. Claire: I make a Factor c. Joey: I “go through 1
First I divide and then I Puzzle and put the unit I don’t even write the

multiply, rate on top. unit rate.

John Joanna John Joanna John Joanna
7

7 4.. 4 1’ 7 4

1
)÷4 i}’

4 N

______

I h.11,s11
.11 t I ‘ 42 i

-1

/ So I dtiie arue

1is1 for?: 7+4.11
7 Ii

Answer: tomato vines •
- 2

‘

Solve using any variation of the unit rate strategy.
/ ‘7

‘13. Shaven plants6t.l s in the time it takes Martin x3 / 3
‘TTnt 7 tulip bulbs. How many tulip bulbs will Shawn .fr
have plai3Zhen Martin has planted 21 bulbs? I %“

14. Amanda buys 3 pounds of blueberries for SJ2 At the

same price per pound, how much will 8 pounds of
a

blueberries cost?

Answer:

________________

276 UNIT 7 LESSON 2 Unt Rates
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7.5 Ratios wI Tape Diagrams

__________

Name Date

Using Tape Diagrams to Model Ratios
A juice company’s KiwiBerry juice is made by mixing
2 parts kiwifruk juice with 3 parts strawberry juice.

The ratio of parts of kiwifruit juice to parts of strawberry
juice can be modeled by using a tape diagram

Solve each problem three ways: using the tape diagram,
using a Factor Puzzle, and using cross-multiplication.

1. How many liters of kiwifruit juice should be mixed with
15 liters of strawberry_juice to make KiwiBerry juice?

L, box ; IC’iiter5
1 5

I

______

ç Idwifruit j 61 S k 2 /,
be, 55 s 3 3 15

2. How many liters of strawberry juice should be mixed with

50

3X

3. How many liters of kiwifruit juice should be mixed with
20 liters of strawberry juice to make KiwiBerry juice?

/3 Iier

/ 2., kiwiltuit

_______

k
?g3 M -

___

.l3

ILII4
/T_stiaarberrY:ber

/

liters

1

,?(3

UtIT 7 LESSON 5

?t’
3

c)
Describing Ratios with Tape Diagrams 281

Vocabulary

tape diagram

KiwiSerry iii ice
2 parts kiwiftjiI

I 1_I
3 parts strawberry

Ill I

‘/t5
liters

2 x3f 5

3)(.3&

liters50 liters of kiwifrult juice to make KiwiBerry juice?

iters

I
1

kiwifruit [iii k a.
trawberry)5l5Il 3 3 7.

75 liters I



1 Name
L!Tll!ll1

Part-to-Whole Ratios
Remember that Kiwierry juice is made by mixir

2 parts kiwifruit juice with 3 parts strawberry juice.

We can solve problems involving the total amount

of juice or the total number of parts.

Solve each problem three ways: using the tape diagram.
using a Factor Puzzle, and using cross-multiplication.

315 8. How many liters of st yb.u3L.4uie should be used
to make 20 liters of KiwiBerrjuice?

kwifrutjq( v’f •1 3

_____________

20 Iitrrs

strewberrY[iYiLJ
/

Date

9. If 7 liters of kiwifruit juice are used,

of KiwiBerry juice can be made?

7 iers

1iwfrui IXI Xi lr
stri.vbry !‘I J L Iiter

________

liters

-t

‘v—

7. How many liters of kit juice should be used

to make 50 liters of KiwiBerry juice?

50 S- !2 liters 1 JO

k ‘ 2 2O

5 5J
I

liters

1;?

liters

3 -
-_‘7 )_ 0

-

how many liters

I

7

S

liters

I

)

iJMT 7 LE5S0 S Describing Ralics v.ith Tape Digras 283
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7.7 Ratio and Rate Problems

_________

Name Date

Practice Solving Rate and Ratio Problems ®C6_1 4 t

Solve.
l

different methods incIinp tablesactor Sb6w your work.2?
Puzzles, ross-multiplication, andpe diagrams. Look for C 5) 7
the problems that cannot be solved with any of these! 2 35
1. In a lab, Chemicalj and Chemical,are mixed in

a ratio of 4to How much of Chemical 1 is
needed to mix with 35 liters of Chemical 2?

2. In a lab, Chemical 1 and Chemical 2 are mixed I j 3\ 9 f
in a ratio of 4 to 5. How much of each ‘1

__________

35
chemical is needed to make 35 liters of the t4A_AL!41 36

mixture? — 3%5 35

Chemical 1: Chemical 2:
- L

3. Pokey the snail travels 25 centimeters every

2 minutes, How far will Pokey go ;n 15 minutes?
-

(n

njWhen Gary the snail travels at a steady rate of 2a7
15 centimeters per minute, it takes him 6 minutes
to get from the pineapple to the rock. How long

2will it take Gary to get from the pineapple to the
rock if he travels at a steady rate of 30 centimeters

per minute?

/0Cc

>çZ5Ot
9At a factory, an assembly line produces 100 cans .—.

every 3 minutes. How long will it take the -j ,..,.

assembly line to produce 250 cans?
]59c

____________-

—‘‘ 106

At a factory, an assembly line produces 100 cans )

every 3 minutes. How many cans will the factory A .

produce in 8 hours?

UNIT 7 LESSON 7 SoI.e Ratio and Rate Problems 289



7.7 Ratio and Rate Problems

_________

Name Date

s Practice Solving Rate and Ratio Problems (continued)
7. At a factory, each assembly line produces 100 cans chow yew- work,

every 3 minutes. If two assembly lines are working,
how many cans will they produce in 15 minutes?

takes Brittany 2 hours to mow 5 acres of grass. 2h rs -z
At that rate, how long would it take Brittany to

_______

mow 8 acres?

9. It takes Brittany 2 hours to mow S acres of grass.
If Austin mows grass at the same rate as Brittany.
how long will it take the two of them working
together to mow 15 acres of grass?

____________

,I Is S
Jorge and Ryan are running laps around the track.

V - —

Jorge runs 5 laps for every 4 laps that Ryan runs. 7?
When Ryan has run 15 laps, how many laps will
Jorge have run?

i Ic.p

11. At a perfume factory, fragrance designers are mixing I
musk oil and spice cologne in different ratios.11rI,jc C. -

Mixture 1 is 2 parts musk oil to 5 parts spice cologne.
Mixture 2 is 3 parts musk oil to 7 pans spice cologne.
Which will have more of a s1ra rce? Explain.

12. Fragrance designers make Roselily perfume by mixing
rose and lily perfumes. In Roselily perfume, the amount
of rose is times as much as the amount of lily. What is a
the ratio of rose to lily in Roselily? Draw a tape
diagram to show the ratio.

290 uNIT? ES5ON 7 Sorve Ratio and Rate Problems
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‘.9% ofa Number

Name

Find a Percent of a NUmber

Three students had different ideas about how to solve the
following prohlen-i.

Of the 300 students at a school, 35% say they are going
on a field trip. How many students are going on the
field trip?

Use each idea to solve the problem.

? Anna’s idea: I will divIde 300 by 100 to find 1% of 300.
Then, will multiply that answer by 35 to find 35%
of 300.

DMe

çj f/ b

)cc)

M 67
LA1”A

rcccc_4l
)IöL’

- ?!1

‘

3
Yt’

i.jó I

-7---’,

35

)“:)V work.,

300
L,)ot)

(3- 1
x5

13Z

&:, ;frJ- L?f t’ ,ij

8. Ranavous’s ide I will use the ‘fact that 35% of 300

means times 300. —

9.. Jon; idr!: lf f is thc number of student going on
the trip, then the fraction of students going is and
it is. dIso I can write arid solve a proportion,

10. What is 80% of 300 students? Solve in two ways.

- 3 i9 -

)))O)

ii. What is 26% of L200 students? Solve in two ways.

1&? f

7?;7’ 7
2(-ioo

))• ii’

29 UNIT I tESSON 9 P:rr’flt oi umbe



7.9 % of a Number

% Name Date

Methods for Finding a Percent of a Number
Five students had different ideas about how to solve the
problem below,

Of the 300 students at a school, 99% say they are going
to the school party. How many students is this?

Us each idea to so’ve the problem. yjr

1 1-hId, dc’ 99% moans 99 for rach 100 o, I dill ue a
99% ratio tabie, portn

9 — 17

17. Ann&s idea: I will divide 300 by 100 to findj% of 300.
Then, I will multiply that answer by 99 to find 99% of 300.

IS. antnvou’s idea: will use the fact that 99% of 300
q9means times 300.

19. ions idea: If p is the number of students going to
the party, then the fraction of students qoing is
and it is also -. I can write and solve a proportion.

20. Greqo:vs idea: 99% is 100% minus 1%, so I will take
1 % of th 300 students away from 100% of 300.

Solve,

9. What is 51% of 600 students? 2Z What is 49% 1 500 students?
3o

<-i j2o- )//
298 UNIT 7 LESSON 5’ Percent i a Nrnbi
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7.10 Percent Calculations

saL’• 3 Name Date

Percents of Numbers
The adult dose of a medicine is8 milliliters. The child
dose is 75% of the adult dose. How many milliliters is
the child dose?

1. Complete the double number milhihte:s 0

line to help you solve this

________

problem.

______

2. Discuss and complete these
solutions,

Trey’s Reasoning About Parts

100% is 4 parts, which is S mL.

25% is 1 part, which is 8 mL ÷ 4 = 2 mL.

75% is 3 parts and is

Tomaslav’s [quation

c/i.
75 t2,t

4

I

Solve in two ways.

3. The adult dose of a medicine is 6 milliliters. The child
dose is 75% of the adult dose How many milliliters is
the child dose?

- /to
4. A chemist needs 20% of the 120 milliflers of solution

in a beaker. How many milliliters QJ.4iT3n1esJhe
chemist need?

___________________

3 5

Li,

I I L I
B

percent 0% PS? So? 75Z

Quowanna’s Factor Puzzle
percer.t mllhilites

25

portion 3 73

whole V 100 8

ni iS 75% of 8.

In -

Jessica’s Proportion

percert rnilliliter

PDfliOS 75 — rn
whole 100 — S

4kt= S
—

m = (2

A>tr
Joe

UNIT 7 LESSON 10

9)-: 18’
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Percent Calculations 299



7.10 Percent Calculations

4 Name

Find the Whole from the Percent and
the Part

If 12 milligrams is 60% of the recommended daily allowance
for niacin, then what is the recommended daily allowance /cw

for niacin?

Date

5. Complete the double number milligrams 0

line to help you solve this

problem.

12 1L 20

I I
70 icoi

V

1 I T• i_.:
6. Discuss and complete These

solutions.

Trey’s Reasoning about Parts

60% is 3 parts and is 12 mg.

20% is 1 part which is 12 mg ÷ 3 = 4mg.

100% is S parts, which is - -.

I I
percent 20 9D 60%

Quowanna’s Factor Puzzle
perent rn5lliliters

10

portion 3

whoe S

/22

Jessica’s ProportionTomaslav’s Equation q

60% of g is 12 /‘S
12

. 20

Solve.

7. A chemist poured 12 mL of chemicals into water to
make a solution, The chemicals make up 80% of the
solution. How many milliliters is the full solution?

percent rnrllijters

portion 60 — 12
whole 100 g

3 iz

.5 3

3 L ac’

S. What is 40% of 70? 9. 40% of what number is 70?

10. 30% of what number is 120? 11. What is 30% of 120?
it,4X.’X

n

I

70
- 7 —----.z

i-c-6o

17
p

12. If 75% of the recommended daily allowance of
vitamin C is 45 mg, what is the recommended daily
allowance of vitamin C?

36 /
—,—-, t —

/t5 )n

300 uNIT 7 l.E550N to Percent calculations
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7.11 Solving Percent Problems

:‘CiA Act Ity
Name

Use Percents to Compare
Using percents can help you compare two groups when
the sizes of the groups are different,

Appling School has 300 students and 45 students have the
flu. Baldwin School has 500 students and 55 students have
the flu.

1. Discuss and complete these methods for calculating the
percent of students at Appling School who have the flu.

Alex’s Equation

1% is

f — 4i
100 — 3(j0

f.:. 15
)O )‘.

Aliya’s Factor Puzzle

rrt studer..
1 3

portcn /6 1. 4S

‘,‘ihlc ,‘° 100 300

13

5 2. Use two methods to calculate the percent
8.ldwin School who have th flu.

5 1,/

_____

I LESSON 11

______

Date

Jordan’s Equation

f% of 300 is 45.

• = 45

Rachel’s Idea of Going through 1%

300 students is 100%.

300 100 = 3; 3 students is 1%.

45 3 = 15; 45 students is 15 groups of
3 students,

which i

0 45 300

% 100%

‘II

of students at 50

cizz:zi
• 5,

“‘ c, Solve Percent Poblerrts 301
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7.11 Solving Percent Problems

Name
r4m1!1t’JTt7 %

Mixed Percent Problems
26 is what percent of 130?

What is 75% of 280?

Solve.

7. A company spent $4,500 of its $18,000 adveitisirig

budget on Internet ads. Whet percent of its advertising

budget did the company spend on Internet ads?

8. If 30% of a company’s advertising budget is $7,200,
then what IS the full advertising budget?

9. Another company’s advertising budget is $7,200. The

company spent 30% of their hudcjet on newspaper ads.
How much did the company spend on newspaper ads?

10. If a gasoline-ethanol mixture made with 24 liters of
ethanol is 15% ethanol, then how many liters is the
whole mixture?

11. If 3 gallons of antifreeze is mixed with 2 gallons of
water, what percent of the mixture is antifreeze?

Date

5cc?
025% of what number is 225?

70% of what number is 595?
•1

/0’ ?‘t

LI 25.7, _—.. .—,

16A 5c)
--

5..

Vvhat percent of the mixture is water?

0

1’’

12. If a pharmacist needs to mix 800 mL of antibiotic with
water so that the mixture is 40% antibiotic, then how
much water does the pharmacist need to add? /0

302 LINtT I.E5SON 11 Sok,e Perc.nt Problems
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/0 ‘ 11 Measurement Conversions

Length
Metric Customary

I kilometer 1000 meters I mile = 5280 feet
1 meter = 100 centimeters 1 mile = 1760 yards
1 meter = 1000 millimeters 1 yard = 3 feet
1 centimeter = 10 millimeters 1 foot = 12 inches

Capacity
Metric Customary

1 kiloliter= 1000 liters 1 gallon= 4 quarts
I liter = 100 centiliters 1 quart = 2 pints
I liter = 1000 milliliters 1 pint = 2 cups
1 centiliter = 10 milliliters 1 cup = 8 fluid ounces

Mass and Weight
Metric Customary

I kilogram= 1000 grams I ton = 2000 pounds
I gram = 100 centigrams 1 pound = 16 ounces
I gram = 1000 milligrams
1 centigram = 10 milligrams

Time
1 year = 365 days
1 year = 52 weeks

1 year = 12 months
lweek=7days
lday=24hours

1 hour = 60 minutes
1 minute = 60 seconds



Metric Conversion

DIVIDE numbers by III if you are getting bigger (same as moving decimal point one space to the left)

MULTIPLY numbers by ID if you are getting smaller (same as moving decimal point one space to the
right)>

King Henry Died Unusuaiiy Drinking Chocolate I\/IiIk
00

Kilo Hecto Deca * Unit * Deci Centi Mliii

Meter
10X(9 X 10 X 10 X lOx (length) 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 x 10 x 10 x

LARGER LARGER Liter SMALLER SMALLER SMALLER

tharrt than a unit than a unit (liquid volume) than a unit than a unit than a unit

2iLZ
Gram

1 kilo = 1 hecto = 1 deca = (mass/weight) 10 deci = 100 centi = 1,000 mull

1,000 units 100 units 10 units 1 unit 1 unit 1 unit = 1 unit
km = kilometer hm = hectometer dam decameter m = meter dm = decimeter cm centimeter mm millimeter

kL kiloliter hL = hectoliter daL = decaliter L = liter dL deciliter CL centiliter mE = milliliter

kg = kilogram hg hectogram dag = decagram g = gram dg = decigram cg = centigram mg = milligram

Example: 5 kilo 50 hecto 500 deco 5,000 units 50,000 dcci 500,000 centi 5,000,000 milli



Week I Story Problems

1. My son worked for a local farmer last weekend. He makes $12 per hour. If he worked from
8:15 am until 12:45 pm how much money did he earn?

2. My recipe for chocolate chip cookies makes 4 dozen cookies. I want to make 125 cookies.
Each batch of cookies (4 dozen) uses % cups of brown sugar and 2 1/4 cups of flour. How
much of each ingredient will I need to make at least 125 cookies? (hint: no partial recipes)

3. I wanted to go to visit my parents next weekend. They live 240 miles away. If I average 50
miles per hour, how much time will it take to get there? Answer in hours and minutes.

4. You want to go watch a movie that starts at 5:45 pm. The movie is 1 hour 50 minutes long.
What time should your parents pick you up?

5. I’m buying toilet paper because Walmart finally has some:) What’s the better deal, a 12 pack
for $4.20 or an 18 pack for $6.84. Each roll is the same size.
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______________

Name

rr,

1. Complete these ratio tables for two paint mixtures.

Date

Peacock Purple

Red Blue

2 5

15

14

2. Which paint is more red?

_____________________________

3. Which paint is less red?

__________________________________

4. Graph two points from each table. Draw and label a line for
Peacock Purple and a line for Purple Plum.

wz

y

15

10

5. Explain how to use the two lines on the graph and a
straightedge to determine which paint is more blue.

Purple Plum
Rëd* B1ue

7 3

15

14

5

Red

UNIT 7 LESSON 1 Comparing Ratios 147



___________

Name Date

rr

Solve.

1. Grammy Suzy’s recipe for summer salad
is 2 cucumbers for every 3 tomatoes.
How many tomatoes are in a salad with
5 cucumbers?

2. Eighteen of Susan’s muffins weigh the
same as 15 of Tom’s muffins. How many
of Susan’s muffins weigh the same as
7 of Tom’s muffins?

3. Foster Publishers’ printing press can
print 5 dictionaries in 8 minutes.
How many dictionaries can it print
in 10 minutes?

4. A turtle crawled 21 meters in
12 minutes. How long did it take her
to crawl 14 meters if she crawled at
the same rate the whole time?

UNIT 7 LESSON 2 Unit Rates 149



______________

Name Date

Solve each proportion. Use any method.

1 12
4 a

_____________

—

Solve each problem. Use any method.

•, 9_6
r 8

4. Lemon Yellow paint can be made by
mixing 5 gallons of yellow paint and
2 gallons of white paint. How many
gallons of yellow paint should be

h mixed with 9 gallons of white paint
to make Lemon Yellow?

5. Bill’s trail mix has 6 cups of walnuts and
10 cups of cranberries. Using the same
recipe, how many cups of walnuts go
with 15 cups of cranberries?

6. Mrs. Lee uses 9 cups of water for every
2 cups of rice. How many cups of water
are needed for 5 cups of rice?

7. Doris bought 15 yards of fabric for
$7. How much do 6 yards of the same
fabric cost?

2 10 — C

15 — 18

a= r=

UNIT 7 LESSON 4 Understanding Cross-Multiplication 153



Name Date

To make Glowing Green paint, blue and yellow paint

are mixed in a ratio of 3 to 4.

Draw tape diagrams to help you solve these problems. cJc’L. your tiiork.

1. How much yellow paint should a store
mix with 15 liters of blue paint to make
Glowing Green paint?

2. How much blue paint and yellow paint
should a store mix to make 98 gallons of
Glowing Green paint?

3. How much blue paint should a store mix
with 17 quarts of yellow paint to make
Glowing Green paint?

4. How much blue and yellow paint should
a store mix to make 50 gallons of
Glowing Green paint?

UNIT 7 LESSON 5 Describing Ratios with Tape Diagrams 155



_______________

Name Date

Solve. Use different methods including tables, Factor Puzzles, work
cross-multiplication, and tape diagrams. Look for the problem
that cannot be solved with any of these!

1. A box of laundry detergent costs $12 and can be used for
50 loads of laundry. How much does the detergent for
7 loads of laundry cost?

2. Mr. Parker will mix antifreeze and water in a ratio of 2 to 1.
He needs 27 quarts of the antifreeze and water mixture to
fill his car’s radiator. How much antifreeze and how much
water should Mr. Parker mix together?

Antifreeze:

__________________

Water:

__________________

3. Marta and Nicole run laps around the track. They run at the
same constant speed but Marta starts first. When Marta has
run 5 laps, Nicole has run 3 laps. How many laps will Nicole
have run when Marta has run 8 laps?

4. Pokey the snail travels 25 centimeters every 2 minutes. How
long will it take Pokey to go 60 centimeters?

5. If a 3-pound bag of oranges costs $5, how many pounds of
oranges should you be able to buy for $12?

6. At a perfume factory, fragrance designers are making Green
Blossom perfume by mixing new grass fragrance with

times as much apple blossom fragrance. How much new
grass fragrance and apple blossom fragrance will they need
to mix to make 1 liter of Green Blossom perfume?

New grass: Apple blossom:

______________

UNIT 7 LESSON 7 Solve Ratio and Rate Problems 159



_______

Name

1. Write each percent as a fraction with denominator 100 and

as a decimal. Then place the percents and decimals on the

number lines.

Date

42% 71% 80% 8% 88% 108%
;‘

:
24frfr

What percent of the figure is shaded?

2.

4.

6.

3.

5.

7.

0

0%

I I I I I I I I I I I
1

‘

I,
I I I I I I I

100%
I I I

UNIT 7 LESSON 8 The Meaning of Percent 161



Week 2 Story Problems

1. I needed new hiking boots. I found a pair at L&M this last week for $55. They are on sale for
25% off. What is the price that I will have to pay?

2. Joe’s paycheck is $1200 for two weeks of work. One-eight of that amount is spent on the
power bill. Three-fifths of the paycheck is spent on rent. The remainder of the paycheck is
spent on gas and groceries. How much money is spent on each expense?

3. Julie spent three-fourths of her allowance on her friend’s birthday present. If the present was
$24, how much was her total allowance?

4. Steven has worked at his job for a year and just received a raise in pay. Originally he earned
$14 per hour. He just received a 15% raise. What is his new hourly wage?

5. During the weekend Jamie babysat for her cousins. She charged $2 per child per hour. She
babysat for three kids from 10:00 am - 3:30 pm. She decided she was going to put two-thirds
of her money in her savings account and the rest would be kept for spending money. How
much money did she have for spending money?





I -‘y

Decimal Operation Review
f/- Decimals

- Line up number by place value. Add/Subtract from right to left (borrow when
needed(subtraction)). Bring decimal straight down when done. 5-

2.4 + 3.05 3. 3.05- 2.4 0

1. 3.67+1.024 2.16.614+0.82

3.3.67-1.024 4.16.614-0.82

5. 2.0708 + 1.6 6. 2.0708 - 1.6

7.3-1.34 8.9-0.06

9. 14 +4.73 10. 10.25 +675



Dividing Decimals
- If the divisor (outside) is a whole number, divide like “normal”.
- If the divisor is a decimal, convert it into a whole number (move decimal to end of

number). Whatever you do to the divisor, you must do to the dividend (inside).
- Move any decimal from the dividend straight up into the quotient (answer).

14 ÷2.5 2.34 ÷2

/s
0 —

11’

0

1. 18.44 ÷25 2. 3.502÷2

3.25 ÷004 4.75÷4

5. 0.8904 ÷0.3



cv;cLAJ UJL/ L
Multiplying Decimals

- Line up numbers by last digit
- Place the number with more digits on top
- Multiply as if both factors are whole numbers
- Place the decimal point in the answer by starting at the right and

moving a number of places equal to the sum of the decimal
places in both numbers multiplied.

14.32 x 2.5

71 L
90

1. 2.63 x 0.49 2. 6.8 x 0.1526

3. 3 x 1.61 4. 0.972 x 2.01

5. 10.5 x 6.03
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Name Date

Solve in two ways. cl1ow your pork.

1. Mr. Wallace took 600 mg of medicine. This was
75% of the full dose. What is the full dose?

2. A full dose of a different medicine is 600 rng.
Ms. Mehta took 75% of a full dose. How much
medicine did she take?

3. Daniel has read 180 pages. This is 80% of the
entire book. How long is the book?

4. Lauren’s book is 180 pages long. She has read
80% of it. How many pages has she read?

5. What is 20% of 90? 6. 20% of what number is 90?

7. 60% of what number is 150? 8. What is 60% of 150?

UNIT 7 LESSON 10 Percent Calculations 165



_______________

Name Date

Solve. SJ1ow yoir work..

1. If 560 mg is 80% of a dose of medicine, how much is a
full dose?

2. lfa full dose of medicine is 560 mg, how much is 80%
of a dose?

3. A patient was supposed to take 560 mg of medicine
but took only 420 mg. What percent of the medicine
did the patient take?

4. If the sales tax is 7%, how much tax will you pay on
a CD that costs $15?

5. In SmalIville, 2,400 out of 20,000 workers are
unemployed. In Bigtown, 6,750 out of 75,000 workers
are unemployed. Which town has a larger
unemployment problem? Why?

6. Four out of every 5 dentists recommend Sparkle
toothpaste. What percent of dentists recommend
Sparkle toothpaste?

7. The recommended daily allowance of cholesterol
is 300 mg. What is 80% of the recommended daily
allowance of cholesterol?

UNIT 7 LESSON 11 Solve Percent Problems 167



17—12

1. Write two unit rates relating meters (m) and

kilometers (km).

2. Convert 525 m to km using

any method.

525m=

________

4. There are 5,280 feet in 1 mile. Write twa unit rates

relating feet (if) and miles (ml).

5. Convert 26,400 feet to miles.

26,400 ft =

_____________

Solve.

7. Find the area of a right triangle with base length

30 inches and height 3 feet.

8. A cart is 50 cm tall. The cart has three boxes stacked

on it, each 40 cm tall. Will the cart and the boxes fit

through a door 2 m tall? Explain.

9. The soccer field is 300 feet long and 150 feet wide.

The coach asked the players to run around the

perimeter of the field 20 times during practice. One

player commented that they must have run at least

5 miles. Was she right? Explain.

UNIT 7 LESSON 12

Name Date

3. Convert 4.3 km to m using

any method.

km 4.3km=

_______

m

6. Convert mile to feet.

mi mi= ft

Convert Units of Length 169



______________

Name Date

Solve.
5110W your work.

1. The gas tank on a scooter holds 8.4 L of gas.
How many milliliters is this?

2. A road race will have 7,500 runners. The race organizers
want to have 500 mL of water available for each runner.
How many liters of water will, they need?

3. Samantha has a 15-gallon fish tank. She is filling it using
a 1-quart container.

a. How many times will she have to fill the container
to completely fill the tank?

b. If Samantha uses a 1-pint container instead of a
1-quart container, how many times will she have
to fill it?

4. During this track season, Mario has run five
1,500-meter races and three 3,000-meter races.
How many kilometers has he run in these eight
races combined?

5. A puppy weighs 6 pounds. If he gains 12 ounces
a week for the next 9 weeks, how much will he
weigh 9 weeks from now?

6. A ceramics teacher bought 80 kg of clay and divided
it evenly among her 25 students. How many grams of
clay did each student get?

UNIT 7 LESSON 13 Convert Units of Liquid Volume, Mass, and Weight 171





Unit 8 Notes

Lesson 1: Statistical Questions, Dot Plots, and Frequency Tables

Numerical Data - data that involves numbers
Statistical Questions - Questions that contain a variety of answers. Questions that have limited
responses are NOT statistical questions.
Frequency Tables - a way of organizing data (example below)
Dot plot - a way of displaying data. Each dot represents one data point (example below)

Examples of statistical questions:
• How tall are the people in your class?
• How long is each person in your class on the bus each morning?
• How many pets does each person in the class have?

Examples of NONSTATISTICAL questions:
• Do you have pets?
• Which do you like better, red or blue?
• Can you run fast?

Collecting and displaying data
• I asked the people in my homeroom how many siblings they have. Here are the results:

FREQUENCY TABLE
N umber qf siblings

0

1 1111

2 II

3 III

4

Mean is another word for average. A lot of us know how to find the value of the average or mean, but
we don’t really understand what it represents so it’s hard to check for a reasonable answer.

DOT PLOT

3

LI

3

(:3
0 0
0 0 0 0

3

The total number of people surveyed - 13 because there are 13 tallies and 13 dots on the dot plot.
Each dot represents one person’s data.

Lesson 3: Mean



1. What does MEAN mean? Here’s an example, Mrs. McKay has 7 pieces of gum. Mr. B has 15

pieces of gum. Mr. Carlson has 20 pieces of gum. Because they are all good friends the men

feel bad for Mrs. McKay because she has so few pieces so they decided to share. Mr. B and

Mr. Carlson both gave pieces to Mrs. McKay so they all had the same amount. Sometimes this

is hard to figure out in our head so it’s easier to just pile all the pieces of gum together and

then split them up equally. That is what the MEAN is. Think of it as IF everyone had the same

amount, how much would they get. Think “fair share”.

- --—,

Mrs. McKay - 7 jfMr. B - 15 “ Mr. Carlson 20 7 + 15 + 20 = 42 total pieces of gum

42 pieces split amongst 3 people evening (42 ÷ 3 = 14) Each person would get 14 pieces of gum.

Examples: Find the mean of these sets of numbers.

Ex)6,8,12,4,5,5,9 6+8+12+4+5+5+9=49 49÷77
** The larger numbers share with the smaller numbers to meet somewhere in between**

Ex)12,15,2,8,11,5 12+15+1+8+11+5=52 52—6—8416—8%

Lesson 4: Finding a missing number when you know your mean

**Basically you’re taking Lesson 3 and working your way backward.**

If Sue had already taken 4 tests in math and received scores of 80%, 75%, 90%, and 90%, what

must she earn on her 5th test to have an average of 80%?

90+90+80+75+ =

_____ ______÷

5 = 80 (desired average) Work backwards!!

• 80 x 5 = 400 (total points need for all FIVE tests)

• 90+90+80+75 = 335 (total points earned from the first 4 tests)

• 400 - 335 = 65% (total points need - points earned = points still needed on 5th test)

Kim wants to average 12 points per game in basketball by the end of the month. In her first 6 games

she scored 10 pts, 4 pts, 0 pts, 11 pts, 9pts, and 8 pts. How many points must she score in her next

game to make her goal of 12 pts per game?

10+4+0+11+9+8+____

______

÷ 7 = 12 (goal for average)

• 12 x 7 = 84 (total points need in all seven games)

• 10+4+0+11+9+8 = 42 (total points scored so far in the first 6 games

• 84 - 42 = 42 pts (total points needed - points earned so far = points need in last game)

o GOOD LUCK TO KIM!!!!!!

Lesson 5: Using MEAN as a Balance Point
** Think of a teeter-totter. If someone is a lot heavier than you you’ll be stuck

in the air, or if you’re really close to the middle and the other person is far

away it won’t work well either.**



Two ways you can think of this lesson

• Number of jumps on each side has to be the same

• Lesson 4 - finding the total needed to get that mean

Use this data to make a dot plot. Make the MEAN on the Dot Plot:

12, 15, 8, 10, 6, 12, 14
12+15+8÷10+6+12+14 = 77
77 ÷ 7 = 11 (Mean/Average) G, —1 \

C
C

rb I

Lesson 6 and 7: LOTS of vocabulary!!!

0

3 4 5 6fl 8 9 10 1112
**Find the sum of all the #‘s

when knowing the mean

(, GJ4 P1

cS1 pS

L1L.tk 54-

3456 89101112

Both strategies used

fL/O1L/ z{

Median - one number that represents the middle of the data. It may not actually be a number in the

data set. You MUST put the data in order before you find your median.

Ex) Find the median of the data - 15, 12, 10, 11, 18, 15, 11

• Put in order - 10, 11, 11, 12, 15, 15, 18 (Count the data points to make sure I don’t miss any!)

• Find the number in the middle = 12 = median

Ex) Find the median of the data -21, 25, 18, 17, 25, 20, 33, 22, 30, 35
• Put in order- 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 25, 30, 33, 35 (get them all??)
• Find the middle number - falls between 22 and 25 - need to find the average of those two

numbers? What’s halfway? 22 + 25 = 47 47 ÷ 2 = 23 1/2 = median

There are six data points that give a mean of 7. Place those data points on the dot plot (there can be

more than one right answer). I’ll show three different options.

s

bc0
3 4 5 68 9 10 1112

** Same # of jumps on each
side of the balance pt.**



Range - measure how spread out your data is. The difference between your largest number and the
smallest number in the data set. Make sure you’re looking at your data, not the number line on the
box plot. The bigger the range the more spread out your data is.

Quartiles - taking your data and breaking it into 4 equal parts

First quartile - separates the lower half of the data into two equal parts

Third quartile - separates the upper half of the data into to equal parts

Ex) Here is mydataset-15, 12,11,10,18,13,11,11,10,17

• Put data in order FIRST!!! 10, 10, 11, 11,12, 13, E)17, 18 (did you get them all?)

o Median - between 11 and 12 = 11 1/2

o Quartile 1 = 11
o Quartile 3 = 15

Ex) Hereismydataset- 5,6,2, 1,8, 12, 10,9,7,9, 11,5

• Put data in order FIRST!!! 1,2, 5\5 6, 7\8 9, 9\10, 11, 12 (did you get them all?)

o Median - between 7 and 8 = 7 %
o Quartile 1 = between the two 5’s = 5
o Quartile 3 = between 9 and 10 = 9%

** Notice how the quartiles break things into 4 EQUAL groups!!**

You can also use a dot plot for this. Be careful and go slow!

cf

__

10111 12 8’9 110 11 i2T 1

Lesson 8: Box Plots
Inter Quartile Range - Finding the distance from Quartile 1 (Qi) to Quartile 3 (Q3). This represents

the middle 50% of the data. Just like range, the bigger the Inter Quartile Range (IQR) the more
spread out the data.

4ii’

0-.
** Now that we know how to find all these values we’re going m j 1
to learn how to visually display the info.* L [ wieZ1

box

ka uarti riIo UOi{1

4, s\

5 6 7 8 9

i.

1 3456789



Example -

• Data= 10,10,11,11,11, 12, 13, 15, 17,18
o Median - between 11 and 12 = 11 ¼
o Quartile 1 = 11
o Quartile 3 = 15
o IQR=4(15-11)
o Range=8(18-10)

Lesson 9: Mean Absolute Deviation (M.A.D)

ike a Box plot to represent this data:

o j 1

Mean Absolute Deviation - a number that represents the average distance the data points are away
from the mean. Remember, when we talked about the mean/average we said that some numbers are
higher and some are lower. The mean/average is someone in between. That means that some data
points are further away and some are closer from the mean than the M.A.D. says.

Average distance - that means we need to find the total distance from the mean first!

35 ÷ 7 =

Ex) Data - 5, 9, 11, 14, 5, 4, 8, 4, 3
• Mean - 5+9+11+14+5+4+8+4+3 = 63 63÷9 = Z
• Distances 5 (2), 9 (2), 11(4), 14 (7), 5 (2), 4 (3), 8 (1), 4 (3), 3 (4)

o Add all the distances - 2+2+4+7+2+3+1+3+4 = 28
o Find the average distance - 28 ÷ 9 = 3 1/9 = M.A.D.

You can use a dot plot for this as well.

,o(’)

0 (‘ S C)
78911 1213 01234568910

1’

MAD all represent the spread of the data. The higher the value, the more spread

Ex) Data - 5, 8, 9, 4, 3, 2, 4
• Mean - 5+8+9+4+3+2+4 = 35
• #‘s in ( ) represent distance from mean

o 5(0),8(3),9(4),4(1),3(2),2(3),4(1)
o Add all the distances together - 0+3+4+1+2+3+1 = 14
o Find your average distance - 14 ÷ 7 = 2 = M.A.D.

()o(c>\)p

456

** Range, IQR, and
out the data will be**



Lesson 10: Clusters, Peaks, Gaps, and Outliers

**These are all vocabulary words that represent how the data looks on the dot plot.**

Gap - a break in the data points. It can be a single number or a range. You can have more than one.

Peak - the highest tower. It’s the data point that appears most often so it has the most dots. You can

have more than one.

Cluster - a group of data points. It can be a single number or a range. You can have more than one.

Outlier - a data point or points that are much lower or higher than the rest of the data points. They’re

kind of the “oddball”. You can have more than one.

: Gap=6-7

rn a Peak=1O
a a,

• • • Clusters=O-5and8-12
a....
• • • • • • • • • : Outliers = none

0 1 2 3 4 5 ‘ 7 8 Q 1:r 11 12

Minutes To &It Breakfast

.

.

. .

. e

. .

. I

. . I

. . I •

. . I I
I I I I I I

4IIl1III1III
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

Gap = 5 - 9
Peak = 0
Clusters = 0 - 4
Outliers = 10

**Outliers have an impact on Mean. A

mean down.**
high outlier can pull the mean up and a low outlier can pull a



Week 3 Story Problems

1. Phillip got paid on Friday and now has $1 ,254.76 in his checking account. He paid his power
bill of $120.15 and the bill for his cable. He now has $1023.54 in his account. How much as
his cable bill?

2. I want to fence in a section of my yard for my dog. It will be a square that has an area of 81
square feet. The fencing I want from Menards comes in 8-foot sections and costs $12.50 per
section. How much money will I be spending on my fenced in yard?

3. When I went to Market Place last week they had their Easter Candy on sale for 70% off.
Cadbury Eggs, my favorite, was originally $4.49 for a 5 pack. How much are they now?

4. I want to repaint my living room. It’s in the shape of a regular pentagon, with side lengths of 9
feet. Each wall is 10 feet tall. If each gallon of paint covers 150 square feet of wall, how many
gallons of paint will I need?

5. I just put $50 into my son’s lunch account. If each lunch costs $2.75, how many days can he
eat before I need to put more money in?
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Name Date

Student

Maria 2

Gabe 0

Kwan 1

Tyrese 1

Jose 2

Sierra 3

Colton 1

1. What does each dot in the plot represent?

2. Does the dot plot correctly display the data in the table?
Explain why or why not.

The tables show 14 students and the number of siblings each
student has. A sibling is a brother or sister.

NumberStuuent of Siblings.

Daisha 3

Juan 2,

Yuriko 0

Ariana 4

Jiao 2

Hannah 1

Santiago 3
%SL..L4

The dot plot below displays the sibling data
above. Use the dot plot for Exercises 1—3.

from the tables

0 1 2 34
Number of Siblings

3. Which dot in the plot represents Ariana? Explain.
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-i Name Date

Use the four groups of cubes below for Exercises 1 and 2.

1. Explain what the phrase leveling otit to form fair shares means.

2. Explain how to level out the groups
shown above so that each group
represents a fair share. Use the words

add and subtract in your answer. Then
sketch the fair shares in the space at the right.

The data table at the right shows the number of goals

the members of a soccer team scored last season.

Use the data for Exercises 3 and 4.

3. Explain how to find the mean number of goals

scored by the players.

,

••• Nàñiber*;.•. PIayer GoatS ScQred

Owen 3

Jermichael 10

Ryder 0

Aziz 6

Liam 14

Stephon 1

Ollie 4

Tyson 1

Hudson 11

Ray 0

4. Find the mean number of goals scored by completing the
number sentence below.
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— Name Date

Solve.

1. In Mr. Jackson’s language arts class,

the mean of nine weekly test scores

determines the quarterly grade.

Eight of Latoya’s Nine Weekly Scoresi

100 96 90 95 95 100 88 98

a. What is the sum of Latoya’s eight scores?

b. What must the sum of Latoy&s nine scores be

for her to earn an average test score of 95?

Explain your answer.

c. What is the minimum score Latoya must earn on the

final test to have an average test score of 95 for the

quarter? Explain your answer.

Use the table for Exercises 2 and 3.

The number of students enrolled at two middle schools

is shown in the table at the right. Ford School has one
class at each grade level. Carter School has two classes

at each grade level.

2. Using words, explain how to find the average

number of students per class at each school. -

3. Calculate the mean number of students per class at
each school. Write your answers in sentences that
explain what the means represent.
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______________

Name Date

Draw a dot plot to show the new arrangement of dots.

1. Move one dot to the left and move one
dot to the right so the balance point
remains the same.

1 2 3 4/4’\6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Move all of the dots so the balance point
remains the same.

56 7/\9 1011 567891011

3. Move all of the dots so the balance point
changes to a lesser whole number. Draw
the new balance point.

10 11 12 13 14 15/4\17 18 19 20 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

4. Move all of the dots so the balance point
changes to a greater whole number. Draw
the new balance point.

o 0
0

0

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

8 9 10 11 /4\ 13 14 15 16 17 18 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
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Name Date

Solve.

1. The dot plot at the right displays 11 data values.
Find the median of the data.

15 16 17 18 19 20

The table at the right shows the number of students
in each grade who volunteered to be in the talent
show. Use the table for Exercises 2 and 3.

2. What is the median number of volunteers for
each grade?

3. Did Grade 6 have more volunteers than the median
number of volunteers? Explain.

. Grade...

1 30

2 9

3 40

4 32

5 41

6 29

7 30

8 35

The number of minutes William studied at home each
school night for two weeks is shown in the table at the
right. Use the table for Exercises 4—6.

4. Calculate the mean number of minutes for each week.

Week 1 mean:

______

Week 2 mean:

______

5. Calculate the median number of minutes for each week.

Week 1 median:

______

Week 2 median:

______

6. Suppose William wants to summarize the data for both
weeks using only one number. What number should he
choose? Give a reason to support your answer.

7.MIflute.

Week 1 Week 2

10 0

30 10

10 15

10 10

0 0

co
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______________

Name Date

1. The youngest child in a family is 6 years old. The oldest
parent is 35 years old. What is the range of ages in
the family?

2. Will every family have the same range of ages as the family
in Exercise 1? Explain why or why not.

3. Quartiles divide a set of data into how many equal parts?

Use the set of data at the right for Exercises 4—6.
73

4. Label the median. 102
319. 5. Label the first quartile. 565
570

6. Label the third quartile. 844
1,096

Use the dot plots below for Exercises 7 and 8.

PlotA Plot B

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

7. Plot A: range: 8. Plot B: range:

median:

___________

median:

first quartile: first quartile:

third quartile: third quartile:
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Week 4 Story Problems

1. My parents live 195 miles away. I leave my house at 10:30 am. If I travel at 60 miles per
hour, what time will I get to my parents’ house?

2. I have a gift that I need to put into a box to wrap. Which box would use less wrapping paper?
A box that has a length of 6 inches, a width of 10 inches, and a height of 8 inches or a box that
has a width of 8 inches, a height of 11 inches and a length of 5 inches? How much wrapping
paper would I save?

3. At Lee’s Trees you can buy a Christmas tree for $7.25 per foot If my tree was 8 feet tall, how
much will it cost INCLUDING the 5% sales tax?

4. On the Unit Test, John got 18 out of 25 problems right. What percent did she score on her
Unit Test?

5. I’m getting ready to plant
grass in my backyard. If my
yard is shaped like the picture
below, how much surface do I
have to cover with grass
seed?

53 ft

42 1/2 ft
42 1’

/2 t

38 % ft





1J1 q
Name: Date:

A <—Volume/Surface Area
:

3a. _:f

4

lb. 754
V

3 b. A

c’ .h2 OO2fl)’2r

prism.

Find the surtaco area at this rectangular
prism -

la. (/ 3J

3

7 $1

Find the
prism

:1

co

j/5
surface area of this rectangular

y’)

3
•::. ) ‘

2 a.

7

Find the volume at this rectangular prism.

5

Find the volume of this rectangular prism

2b. (7

cc:

7

2

Find the surface area 01 this rectangular
prism.

H - w v.NorneschooMthnetwrnIcshts. Per sr3enL ccpy:Y: I cony lr D

Ir ,. D rol d on bs1es. bxs, or ely sjcn



Name :

Teacher

Score:

Date:

Surface Area of Prisms and Pyramids

Find the surface area of each figure. Round answers to the nearest hundredth, if necessary.

4)
14cm /\13.5cm

2711.75cm
13cm

9)

12 yd//- \\\

y

2)1)

6 in

8.24 in

Surface Area:

3)

12 in

4 yd

Surface Area:

________________

5)

Surface Area:

6)

4mm

Surface Area:

cm 8mm

4mm

Surface Area:

7)

7mm 3mm

13mm

Surface Area:

Surface Area:

8)

11 in

Surface Area:

13 in

11 in

Surface Area:

Math-Aids.Com



_______________

Name Date

1. Make a box plot to represent the dot plot data.

0
00

________

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

Three summaries of data displayed by a box plot are shown
= 0.75

at the right Use the summaries for Exercise 2 median = 5 5

2. How does the range from the median to Qi compare to the Q3 = 6.25

range from the median to Q3, and what does this suggest
about the spread of the data?

Use the box plots below for Exercises 3—5.

Box PiotA Box Plot B

— .—.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

3. Calculate the IQR of Box Plot A. 4. Calculate the IQR of Box Plot B.

5. Which IQR is a better description of the spread or dispersion
of the data? Give a reason to support your answer.
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_______________

Name Date

Use the dot plot below for Exercises 1—4.

The Mean of These Values is 5 Distance from the Mean

0 0 00

__________

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Complete the Distance from the Mean display by writing a
number to represent each dot’s distance from the mean.

2. Find the sum of the distances from the mean.

3. Divide the sum of the distances by the number of values.

4. What does the answer to Exercise 3 represent?

Follow the steps below to calculate the mean absolute Set A
deviation of the data in Set A, shown at the right. 5 8 4 5 3 4 5 6
5. Find the mean of the data.

____________________________

6. Find the distance each value is from the mean.

7. Write the sum of the distances.

__________________________

8. Calculate the mean absolute deviation by dividing the sum
of the distances by the number of values.

9. In Exercise 8, you calculated the mean absolute deviation of
the data in Set A. Suppose the mean absolute deviatIon of a
different set of data called Set B was double your answer for
Exercise 8. How would the spread of data in the two sets compare?
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Name Date

Use the dot plot below for Exercises 1—4.

0
(3:
0 00 00

000
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1. Describe the shape of the data. Use the words clusters,
peaks, gaps, and outliers in your answer.

2. The dot at 13 is the median of the data. Would the median
change if it was calculated a second time without including
the values at 1 and 2? Explain why or why not.

3. The mean of the data is 13. Would the mean change if it
was calculated a second time without including the values
at 1 and 2? Explain why or why not.

4. Which measure, mean or median, best describes the set of
data? Give a reason to support your answer.
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Week #5
Math- Notes for Unit 9. lessons 1-7

Lesson 1- Negative Numbers in the Real World
• Writing opposites of different situations
• When you put money into an account, that is a deposit. When you

take it out, that is called a withdrawal. Those two words are
opposite! If you deposit $300, the opposite would be a withdrawal of
$300.

• Above and below are opposites. For temperature, 50 degrees above
zero and 50 degrees below zero are opposite.

• 0 degrees has no opposite
• For numbers to be opposite, they need to be the same distance from

0. 600 and -600 are opposites as they are both 600 away from 0.
• Like what we learned in science, protons, (positive charge), and

electrons, (negative charge), are opposite.

Lesson 2- Integers on a Number Line
+ Integer- is any whole number. It has no fractions. Examples of

integers are -50, 23, 67, -100, -2, and 5. Any positive or negative
whole number is an integer!

+ Origin- is 0. It is where the number line starts at and moves in a
positive or negative distance from it. You should always locate the
origin first before starting a problem off of a number line.

+ On a horizontal number line- like on problem number 7, the origin, 0,
will be placed in the middle. The numbers going to the right are
positive numbers and the numbers to the left are neciative numbers.



Week 5 continued
Lesson 2

+ On a vertical number line- look at problem number 4. The origin, 0,

is placed in the middle. If you go above 0, you have rositive
numbers. Below 0, you will have neQative numbers.

> 1, and -1 are opposites, as they move I unit from the origin, 0,

in the opposite direction.
The loops on problem 4 show unit length and the

arrows show direction above or below the origin, 0.

Lesson 3- Compare and Order Integers
- Comparing positive and negative whole numbers using <, >, and =

-, When comparing a positive and a negative number, the positive

number will always be bigger. -100< 1

-+ When comparing two positive numbers, the one furthest to the right of

0, the origin, will be bigger. 100 is bigger than 2 because it is farther

right from 0 than 2. 100>2

- When comparing two negative numbers, the number closests to the

origin, which is 0, is bigger. When comparing -66 and -200, -66 is

bigger because it is closest to 0, while -200 is farther away!

• -66 > -200
- With temperature, -15 is warmer than -30 because it is closer to 0.
-, Absolute value- means how far away a number is from 0.

• If you have two temperatures, -20, and -3, -3 is warmer,

(greatest), number because it is closer to 0.

• This is for negative numbers, as positive numbers, the biggest,

or warmest would be the number furthest from 0. Like 2 and 50

degrees. 50 degrees is warmer, or bigger! 2 < 50



Week 5 continued

Lesson 4- Integers and the Coordinate Plane
• There are 4 quadrants on a coordinate plane.
• Quadrant I is located in the upper right, labeled I. Both x and y are

positive. (6, 5) (+, +)
• Quadrant 2 is located in the upper left, labeled II. X is negative while

y is positive. (-5, 7) (-, +)
• Quadrant 3 is located in the lower left, labeled Ill. X and y are

negative numbers. (-7, -4) (-, -)
• Quadrant 4 is located in the lower right labeled IV. X is positive while

y is negative. (6, -5). (+, -)
• Remember, the first number is the x axis, while the second number is

the y axis.
• If a dot is on the x axis but is moved left or right, the y number is 0.
• If a dot is on the y axis, but is moved up or down, the x number is 0.

. Quadrants on a coordinate plane

U

(0, i)

II ? I
Ioo•

4-- (10) 0 ,(10)

III IV
0), —1)

• For practice, label the following ordered pairs above.
• Point A (0,4), point B (-3,0), and point C (2, -3).



Week 5 continued

Lesson 5- Rational Numbers on a Number Line
* Simplify- here are a couple examples... -(-22) the - sign on the

outside is telling you to write the opposite of the number inside the

parenthesis. The opposite of -22 is 22.

* Same with this, -(78), the negative sign outside is telling you to write

the opposite of the number inside the parenthesis. The opposite of

78 is -78.

* Another example is, write the opposite of -%. The opposite would be

a positive %

* HOMEWORK- Left side of the number line- you are to put

fractions! As you see on the numberline on our homework sheet,

you can see the origin, 0, labeled on there for you. Each dash going

up, (positive), goes up by 1/10. So the first dash going up should be

labeled 1/10. The second dash should be 2110. 2/10 can be

simplified to 1/5. Make sure to simDlify when you can on this

number line. Third line should be 3/10, then 4/10, (simplified to 2/5),

ending at 10/10, which is I whole.

* From the origin, 0, going down, (negative), you do the same thing,

except you are putting a negative sign in front of the number. First

dash will be -1/10, then -2/10, which can be simplified to -Y5. Then

-3/10, -4/10 and so on like you did with the positive numbers, except

you put a negative, (-), sign in front of the number.



Week 5 continued
Lesson 5

* Right side of the number line- you
wrote on the left side to a decimal.
you divide 1 by 10 which equals 0.1.
fractions. -Y5 1 divided by 5, which
10, which equals -0.9.

. Practice changing these fractions to a decimal.

* 3/ 2/ IQ 3/
/5 , — /3, ‘JI U, — /4 divide the numerator by the denominator.

Q!25
Lj J3•oo

-2-0

0

are to change the fraction you
To change 1/10 to a decimal,
Do the same for the rest of the
equals -0.2. -9/10= 9 divided by

i:
-

3/Ljr oe75



Week 5 continued

Lesson 6- Compare and Order Rational Numbers
> In this lesson we are comparing numbers, using the signs <,>, or =

When comparing 2 numbers, if one is positive and one is negative,

the positive is always bigger. -1,000 < 1

On a horizontal number line, (think of a horizon), going left and right,

the number furthest to the right will be bigger. -700 is smaller than

-100 because -100 if farther to the right. -700 < -100
> On a vertical number line, going up and down, the number furthest up

will be bigger. The number -80 is bigger than -300 because -80 is

above -300. -80 > -300.

- 1-31 means the absolute value of the number 3. This means how far

away -3 to 0. It is 3 away from 0, so the answer is 3. We get rid of

the negative sign.
An example 1-31 131 they are equal as they are both 3 away from 0.

Example 1-0.41< I-%I. Theabsolutevalueof-0.4 is 0.4. The

absolute value of -% is 1/2. 1/2 = 0.5, so 1/2 is bigger.
o In the following groups of three numbers, circle the largest #

. 0, -%, -% 3, -100, -(-4) -20, 0, -Vs



Week 5 continued

Lesson 7- Rational Numbers and the Coordinate Plane
D You are looking at ordered pairs, for x and y. We are looking at

numbers that can be fractions, whole numbers, or both, (mixed
numbers). You can also write them as decimals if you like.

i Point A on the coordinate grid is located at (%, 1 1/2) The x
coordinate is % and the y-coordinate is 1 %. Decimals would be

(0.75, 1.5), if you would rather do it that way.
L #2- you would subtract the y-coordinates.
D #3- you would subtract the x-coordinates to get your answer.
D #5- the y-coordinate will stay the same, while you write the opposite

number for the x coordinate.
D #6- the x-coordinate will stay the same while you write the opposite

number for the y coordinate.
D Look at the coordinate plane. Each line goes up by %. So starting at

0, the next line is ¼, then 2/4, (which is 1,6), ¼, and then 4/4, which is
1.





Week 5 Story Problems

1. Mrs. Wellauer and Mrs. McKay are organizing the concession stand for the soccer
tournament. We are selling pizza slices for $3 each and soda for $1 each. We sell 12 pizzas,
which have 8 slices each and cost $9, and eight 12 packs of soda, which cost $3.50 each.
How much money did we profit?

2. I wanted to put in new carpeting in my living room. My living room is 15 feet x 22 feet. If the
carpet I want costs $3.30 per square foot, how much will I spend on carpeting?

3. Kim was making some cookies. The recipe calls for 2 eggs for every 3 cups of sugar. If I use
7 eggs, how much sugar does she need?

4. I left for my sister’s house at 9:45 this morning. I traveled 300 miles at a speed of 80 mph.
What time will I arrive at my sister’s house if I don’t make any stops?

5. Karen wants to go on the New York/D.C. trip. She has sold $350 worth of candles. If she
earns 40% of the money to go towards her trip, how much money will she make for the trip?





Algebra Review

Simplify each expression.
- Apply the Distributive property when applicable
- Combine like terms (the ones that look alike)

1. 9-2m+3m+ 1 +2m 2. 7+(9v+9)

3. 7a + 1 - 4a 4. 5b+ b

5.p+9p+p+p+p 6.7+9(m+9)

7. 3 + 7a - 1 - 6a 8. 4 + lO(3p + 7)

9.7y+6-4y+3y 1O.9v+2v-v+14



Name:

___________________________________

Date:

_____________

Linear Equations Worksheet

Solve the equations.

1 a. 5 = 12x 1 b. 10 + 9 = 3p

2a. w—1 = 6 2b. v—8 = 7

3a. 3 = 10—n 3b. x
— = 12
7

4a. w 4b. 29 = 8+w
— = 9—8

9

5a. 5b. z
212=--- 3=—

8 12

Ga. 1+w=3 6b. 9x=8

Copyright Homeschoolmath net - www.HomeschooMath,netIworksheets. Permission to copy: You are free to copy this worksheet to any
number ot students tor their mathematics work. Do not distribute on websites, books, or any such materia’ without permission.



______________

Name

Date

Many real world situations involve numbers that are less than zero.

For example, the thermometer activity you completed involved

some temperatures that were less than zero.

For each real world situation below, write the opposite situation.

1. 3,000 feet above sea level

___________________________________________

2. $45 savings account withdrawal

_______________________________________

3. 9 positive electrical charges

4. $488 checking account deposit

5. 1 foot below sea level

________________________________________________

Solve.

6. The solar panels on the Jordan’s home generate electricity.
During the month of August, the Jordan family used

570
kilowatt hours of electricity. If their electric bill for

August was $0.00, what amount of electricity did they
generate that month?

20

Each arrow on the Fahrenheit thermometer points to 7.
a temperature. Write the temperature, and then write
the opposite temperature.

10

8.
7.

___________________________________________________

9.
8.

_________________________________________________

0 10.

9.

______________________________________________

11.

10.
—10

12.11.

____________________________________________________________

12.

___________________________________________________

13.
13. -20

°F
UNIT 9 LESSON 1
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‘I Name

Solve.

1. What integer represents the origin of a number line?

Date

2. Suppose a point is located 12 unit lengths below the origin
of a vertical number line. What integer represents the point?

3. On a horizontal number line, a point is located at 15.
Describe the distance and direction of the point.

Use the number line at the right for Exercises 4—6.

4. What do the loops on the number line show?

5. How do the arrows for 1 and -1 show both distance
and direction?

6. Are 1 and -1 opposite integers? Explain.

7. On the number line below, draw a point at
and label each point with an integer.

each tick mark,

I I I I I I I I I I ‘f I I I I I I I I I I
0
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Name Date

Compare.Vvrite<,>,or=. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
—10—9-8-7-6-5-4-3—2—1 012345678910

1.3Q-5 2.-7(3-1 3.2(9 4.1(3-6

5.-2(30 6.-4(3-8 7.-6(3-5 8.0(34

9. -1 (36 10. 3(3-2 11. -8 C) -8 12. C)
Write the numbers in order from least to greatest.

13. -3, 0, 4

________________________

14. -6, -7, -5

_____________________

Write the numbers in order from greatest to least.

15. 0, -2, 1, -1

______________________

16. 3, 0, -8, 3

____________________

Use absolute value to compare the numbers.
Then write <, >, or =.

17.-6c1 18.-2Q5 19.4G-9 20.7tfl33

Solve. Use the situation below for Exercises 21 and 22.

On a Tuesday night during February in Brainerd, Minnesota,
the low temperature was -7°F. On the next night, the low
temperature was 4°F.

21. Explain how absolute value can be used to find the
warmer low temperature. Then name the temperature.

22. Explain how a number line can be used to find the
colder low temperature. Then name the temperature.
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2. The signs of the coordinates of an ordered pair are (+, —).
In which quadrant is the point located? Explain your answer.

Use the coordinate plane below for Exercises 3—10.

Write the location of each point.

3. PointA

_________

4. Point B

__________

5. Point C

___________

6. Point D

___________

Plot and label each point.

7. Point Wat(-3, 0)

8. Point X at (6, -2)

9. Point Yat (4, -10)

10. Point Z at (-6, 6)

•9_4 Name Date

Solve.

1. A point in the coordinate plane is on the y-axis and 8 units
below the origin. What ordered pair represents the point?
Explain your answer.

r
-

I—.—
- •1 — —

,.

::::::::::;::::::::::
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•1 Name Date

Use the number line at the right for Exercises 1—7.

1. What place value does the number line show?
Explain how you know.

2. Label each tick mark to the right of the number line
with a decimal.

3. Label each tick mark to the left of the number line with
a fraction in simplest form.

4. Draw a point at 0.2. Label it W.

5. Draw a point at -4 Label It Z. 0 0

6. Draw a point at . Label it Y.

7. Draw a point at -0.9. Label itX.

Solve.

8. On a number line, the rational number is located to the
left of zero. The rational number 2 is located to the right of zero.
Are the numbers opposite rational numbers? Explain.

Write the opposite rational number. -1

10 11 12 1

___
___

___

•10

___

Simplify.

13.i)

______

14.(0.75) 15.(0.5) 16.()

______
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_____________

Name Date

Solve.

1. Suppose two rational numbers are plotted on a vertical
number line. Is the number that is below the other number
the greater number, or the lesser number?

2. Suppose two rational numbers are plotted on a horizontal
number line. Is the number farther to the right the greater
number, or the lesser number?

Use the number line below for Exercises 3—17.

0.75 -0.5 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.75
II I I I II II I I II
- -.

2 -! 0 1 2 3 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Compare. Write < >, or =.

0 4. -0.750-0.5 5. 0.25Q1 6. Q .

7. Q 0.5 8. 0.25 Qo g. Ho.s 0 10. 1 0
11.1 010.75) 12.Q 13.0Q. 14.C3(j)
Write the numbers in order from greatest to least.

15. , , . 16. 0, 0.75, -1, 0.5 17. 0.25, ., 1,

Solve.

18. On Monday morning, a stock began the day trading
at $14.11 per share. At midweek, the stock traded
at $14.28 per share. At the close of business on Friday,
the share price was $13.97.

Write the share prices in order from least to greatest.
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On the coordinate grid, Points A, B, and C represent
ships at sea. Use the grid for Exercises 1—4.

1. Write the location of each point.

Point A

Point B.

Point C

2

I

1 2

2. Explain how subtraction can be used to find the number of unit lengths
the ship at Point A is from the ship at Point B. Then write the distance.

3. Explain how subtraction can be used to find the number of unit lengths
the ship at Point C is from the ship at point B. Then write the distance.

4. The ship at Point B is 300 nautical miles south of the ship at Point A,
and 360 nautical miles west of the ship at Point C. What number of
nautical miles does each unit length of the grid represent?

Solve.

5. Suppose a point at (5-, 6.) is reflected across the y-axis. Explain how
to find the location of the reflected point, and then write its location.

6. Suppose a point at (7.75, 7.25) is reflected across the x-axis. Explain how
to find the location of the reflected point, and then write its location.
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